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One only has to scan the list of case documents filed in this matter to see how big money is all in to get
and preserve rules that work in their favor. Despite what rhetoric they may use, their goals are to bring
more money to their coffers in the way of profits for their industry or donations for their organizations.
The OPSB must be careful in rule restructuring to keep its prime objective in mind, that being the safety
and well being of ALL Ohio citizens, not just those who are represented by big money special interests. 

Ohioans fought long and hard for the local control which came with SB52. Any attempts to undermine
this local control clearly demonstrate that those promoting such attempts are not motivated by the best
interests of all Ohio citizens. Indeed, unless the OPSB acts to correct things like wind turbines still being
allowed to be built closer to neighbors than turbine manufacturers recommend for safety,
acknowledging each community's own development priorities, etc., the local control provided by SB52
is the ONLY recourse Ohio citizens have to protect themselves and their communities from rampant
and overly ambitious industrial energy development. 

We, the citizens, trust and expect that as the OPSB considers these rule changes you will remember that
your agency was not created to cater to business and special interests but to protect all residents of
Ohio. 

Jim Feasel
Tiffin, Ohio
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